
Pre-Workshop Activity

Before you take your seat…..

Summarise your understanding of  science fiction in a #.

Please write your responses on the Instagram page in this classroom.
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What we think you would like to know…
 Why did we choose a science fiction focus?

 How did Z for Zachariah frame our teaching?

 How was the unit sequenced? 

 What were the assessment tasks?

 What learning activities worked well for our students?



But first some context…..

• 2011 to 2015 signals an  intense period of  

review for BGS English.

• introduction of  1:1 tablet program, AC: E, Year 5, 

Year 7 – ‘the times they are a changing’.

• English programs 6-10 reviewed with nearly ¾ 

of  each year level’s programs created new.



So, why choose science fiction? 
• “Literary bridge” between popular fantasy unit (Year 7) and dystopian 

literature (Year 10)
• Boys (stereotypically) enjoy imagining and creating alternative worlds
• Science fiction provides a “safe” place for boys to explore more 

emotionally mature themes 
• Questions of morality v. science and an exploration of the human 

condition allow boys to engage with these ideas at a level appropriate 
to their cognitive development.



Why choose ‘Z for Zachariah?’

We initially had a few concerns:

• Was the novel dated? (1974)

• Would boys engage with a female protagonist?

• Were some themes too mature for Year 8 boys 
in Term 1?



Why choose ‘Z for Zachariah?’
• on-going relevance of O’Brien’s disturbing 

themes (sadly, i-Gen can relate to fears 
about the future of the planet and the 
impact of nuclear catastrophe)

• hybrid fiction: sci-fi meets horror, meets 
crime, meets mystery, meets dystopian 
literature

• ironically, a novel that’s 41 years old is 
‘new’ for 13 year olds.



Links to the Australian Curriculum: English

Language Literature Literacy



How was the unit shaped?
• Ten weeks
• Two assessment tasks
• Descriptive paragraph, with science fiction elements, written 

under exam conditions in class
• Short story with science fiction elements
• Z for Zachariah used to frame study of science fiction and the 

writer’s craft



How do we start this unit?

• Capture attention and build interest
• Break from routine classroom activity
• Shared experience   development of a 

line of enquiry  group reflection
• Introduce themes of discomfort, 

distortion, identity and control 



Welcome to 
Dystopia 



We are

watching YOU



Control is Strength! 

Uniformity is Power! 

Obedience is Success!



1. Sit in your assigned seat. From 

now on, you will be referred to by 

number. 



2. Surrender all mobile phones. 

Your mobile phone will be mined 

for personal data.



3. Do not communicate with other 

students.



3.2 This includes eye contact and 

facial expressions. 

Your face should be permanently 

'blank.'



4. Maintain perfect posture. 



5. Surrender all items that 

distinguish you from other 

students.

This includes watches and glasses. 



5. Teachers are never wrong! 



You will now receive a questionnaire. 

You have 1 minute to read over the 

questions. Do not start until instructed 

to do so. 



1. Where do you live?

2. What is your mobile phone number?

3. Where do you sit at break times?

4. Who do you associate with at break times?

5. What jobs do your parents have?

6. Do you have a ‘pet name’ at home? If  yes, what 
is it? 

7. Have you told a lie or been dishonest at all this 
week? If  yes, provide an example? 



Feeling uncomfortable yet?

That’s the point.



How do we start?
• Deconstructing visuals and unpacking genre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrusqQ5JftA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrusqQ5JftA


How do we start?
• Deconstructing visuals and unpacking genre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrFpjh4KF4U (Dr Who –

Tardis)

Your teacher thinks this clip contains 
science fiction elements. Defend their 
decision to show it to your class as an 
example of the science fiction genre. 
(Make a list of the science fiction 
elements you observe.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OrFpjh4KF4U


How do we shift the focus from zombies and aliens?

• Looking at the future
• Looking from different 

perspectives



Future news

What would happen if…

The world ran out of  oil, coal and gas? 

The sun died?

Scientists discovered how to reverse 

death?

Intelligent life was discovered on Mars?

What do your speculations say 

about the way humans behave? 



I am thinking of ... cyborgs... From 

the point of  view of ... 

I think ... (describe the topic from 

your viewpoint)

A question I have from this 

viewpoint is ... (ask a question from 

this viewpoint) 



How do we incorporate students’ background knowledge?
• Realistic and futuristic
• Known and unknown
• Recognisable and foreign
• Familiar and imaginative

Science fiction offers writers a unique opportunity to place familiar 
things in unfamiliar contexts and unfamiliar things in familiar 
contexts, thereby giving readers fresh insights and perspectives. 
Alexi Panshin





How do we use the novel meaningfully?
• Let’s focus on analysing language choices

Anyway, the man on the last radio station had said he was going to have to go off; 

there wasn’t any more power. He kept repeating his latitude and longitude, though 

he was not on a ship, he was on land — somewhere near Boston, Massachusetts. He 

said some other things, too, that I did not like to hear. And that started me thinking. 

Suppose a car came over the hill, and I ran out, and whoever was in it got out —

suppose he was crazy? Or suppose it was someone mean, or even cruel, and brutal?

A murderer? What could I do? The fact is, the man on the radio, toward the end, 

sounded crazy. He was afraid; there were only a few people left where he was and 

not much food. He said that men should act with dignity even in the face of death, 

that no one was better off than any other. He pleaded on the radio, and I knew 

something terrible was happening there. Once he broke down and cried on the radio.

• Highlight the words 
which give this 
excerpt an ominous 
tone.

• Underline the clues 
that suggest there has 
been a nuclear war. 



How do we use the novel meaningfully?
• Focus on describing place

https://app.versoapp.com/classes



What will we focus on when teaching descriptive writing?
• Gathering data through all senses
• Figurative language
• Specific word choice



Figurative Description – A familiar place









What if this marble……?



Our second task….Short Story with science fiction elements



How do we help our students to develop credible ideas?

Story seeds



Where do stories come from?

• What if  a skinny person got a fat body?  

• What if  a fat person got a skinny body? 

• What if  you got an old body? A younger body? 

Could you live forever?

• What if  you got a body of  another race? Would 

your identity change? How about gender?

• Is the brain you? 

• Does struggle bring development?  Would humanity 

lose out? 

• Would you rather have limited function and be 

entirely you? 

• What does it mean to be human?   











What aspects of genre do we focus on?  
Orientations

It had been raining for seven years; thousands upon 

thousands of days compounded and filled from one end to 

the other with rain, with the drum and gush of water, with 

the sweet crystal fall of showers and the concussion of 

storms so heavy that tidal waves come over the islands. A 

thousand forests had been crushed under the rain and 

grown up a thousand times to be crushed again. And this 

was the way life was forever on the planet Venus, and this 

was the schoolroom of the children of the rocket men and 

women who had come to a raining world to set up 

civilization and live out their lives.

Bradbury, R. (1954) “All Summer in a Day”



How do we continue to authentically engage with the novel?

Narrator’s Voice and Point of View



Hypotheticals – Imagining and Creating

Viewing

What if a nuclear bomb was 
detonated over Brisbane?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xWdRNZlXlc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xWdRNZlXlc


Hypotheticals – Imagining and Creating

Imagining

• The disused Brisbane 
bunker.

• A survivors’ group.

• What will you bring?

• Defend your choices.



Reflections
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